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Abstract:  

An approach has investigated privacy-preservation from the anonymity aspect to avoid the misuse of sensitive data by the 

authorized users and provide both privacy and security of the sensitive data.. The access control mechanis ms and privacy 

preservation mechanisms protect the data from unauthorized or third party user. If there is a lack in privacy preserving mechanism 

(PPM) and data is shared with others, the authorized user may need to compromise the privacy of data or Information. W ith 

privacy the precision of the authorized data is important. Then privacy preservation can be achieved through anonymizat ion 

techniques like generalization or suppression. The main mot ive of the work is to provide better security and minimum level of 

precision to the retrieved data, so that in this paper  a secured and target based Heuristic techniques on relational data to prevent 

unauthorised access mechanism is implemented with additional constraint on each selection predicate called imprecision bounds. 

New approach plan to extend the proposed privacy-preserving cell level access control. Today’s  the fast growing world, the 

malicious intent or hacking purpose also increasing. So there is a need to provide a better security to our system.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Several organizat ions and agencies publish micro data, e.g., 

medical data, customer data or census data for research and 

other public benefit  purposes. In an age where the micro  data 

of each individual are recorded and stored, an inconsistency 

arises between the necessity to protect the privacy of 

individuals and also to use these data for medical research, 

trend analysis and societal improvement. Hence, the private 

informat ion of an individual should not be revealed from the 

micro data. Data owners constantly seek to make better use of 

data they possess and utilize to ext ract useful information. 

Human Data mining and knowledge d iscovery in databases are 

two areas that extract the previously unknown patterns from 

large amounts of data. Recent search in data collect ion, data 

distribution and related  technologies have initiated where 

existing data min ing algorithms should be reconsidered of 

privacy preservation[3]. Privacy preserving is a research 

direction in data mining, where algorithms are used for the 

side-effects they suffer in data privacy. 

 

II. S YSTEM IMPLEMENTATION  

 

 2.1 System Architecture  

 

An accuracy-constrained privacy-preserving cell level access 

control mechanis m is a combination of access control and 

privacy protection mechanis ms. 

 

Individual sensitive is easily inferred by an attacker. Protecting 

data privacy is an important problem, in micro-data 

distribution. Anonymizat ion is to protect individual privacy, 

with min imal impact  on the quality  of the resulting data. The 

system produce an anonymous view based on a target class of 

workloads, consisting of one or more data mining tasks and 

selection predicates.  

 
The advantage of anonymity is resisting the at tacker’s 

inference attacks. Access control mechanism for relational data 

is constructed with the privacy preservation based model.  Role 

Based Access Control (RBAC) scheme protects the sensitive 

data with minimum imprecision values. K-Anonymity model is 

integrated with min imum imprecision based data access 

control mechanism. Privacy preserved data access control 

mechanis m is improved with incremental mining model and 

cell level access control. The proposed system reduces the 

imprecision rate in query process ing. Access control 

mechanis m is adapted for incremental min ing model [9]. Time 

complexity is reduced in the proposed system. The proposed 

system provides the dynamic policy management mechanism.  

 

2.1.1Access Control Mechanism  

The Access control mechanis m allows only authorized query 

predicates on sensitive data.  

1) User/Role: It allows defin ing permissions on objects based 

on roles in an organization. An RBAC is composed of a set of 

Users, a set of Roles, and a set of Permissions. Assume that the 

selection predicates on the QI attributes define permission [8]. 

UA is a user-to-ro le assignment relat ion and PA is a role to 

permission assignment relation. When a user assigned to a role 

executes a query, the tuples that are used in satisfying the 
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conjunction of the query predicate and the permission are 

returned.  

 

2) Permissions: It based on selection predicates on the QI 

attributes. The imprecision bound for each query, user-to-role 

assignments, and role-to permission assignments.  

 

3) Imprecision Bound: It ensures that the authorized data has 

the desired level of accuracy. The imprecision bound can be 

used to meet the privacy requirement [2][7]. The privacy 

protection mechanism is required to meet the privacy 

requirement according to the imprecision bound for each 

permission.  

 

2.1.2 Privacy Protection Mechanism  

PPM ensures that the privacy and accuracy goals are met  

before the sensitive data is available to the access control 

mechanis m [10].  

1) Privacy Protection Module: It anonymizes the data to meet  

privacy requirements and imprecision constraints on predicates 

set by the access control mechanis m [11][4].  

 

2) Sensitive Table  
 

           Table.1. Sensitive Table  

 

 QI1 QI2 S1 

ID Age Zip Disease 

1 5 15 Cold  

2 15 25 Typhoid fever 

3 28 28 Diarrhoea 

4 25 15 Typhoid Fever 

5 22 28 Cold  

6 32 35 Typhoid Fever 

7 38 32 Cold  

8 35 25 Diarrhoea 

   

The Table 1 does not satisfy k-anonymity because knowing the 

age and zip code of a person (i.e) quasi identifier allows 

associating a disease to that person. 

 

3) Anonymous Table.  
 

 Table.2. Anonymous Table  

 

 QI1 QI2 S1 

ID Age Zip Disease 

1 0-20 10-30 Cold  

2 0-20 10-30 Typhoid fever 

3 20-30 10-30 Diarrhea 

4 20-30 10-30 Typhoid Fever 

5 20-30 10-30 Cold  

6 30-40 20-40 Typhoid Fever 

7 30-40 20-40 Cold  

8 30-40 20-40 Diarrhea 

 

The proposed system gets information in  a anonymous version 

of sensitive table [1]. The ID attribute is removed in  the 

anonymized table and is shown only for identificat ion of 

tuples[5]. Here, for any combination of selection predicates on 

the zip code and age attributes, there are at least two tuples in 

each equivalence class. 
 

III.ALGORITHM  

 

Two algorithm are going to implemented in proposed system.  

1) Top-Down Heuristic 1 (TDH1) Input: T, K, Query and BQj. 

Output: Partit ion (P). 

 

 1. Init ialize set of candidate partitions(CP-T) 

 2. for (CPi ϵ CP) do  

 3. Search the set of queries that overlap   

     candidate partitions(CP). 

 4. Arrange queries in increasing order of BQj. 

 5. While  (feasib le cut is not found) do  

6. Select query from QO. 

 7. Create query cuts in each dimension. 

 8. Select dimension and cut having least overall imprecision.  

9. if(Feasible cut is not found)do 

10. After adding to CP, Generate new partit ions  

11. else 

12. To satisfy the anonymity requirement Split candidate 

partitions recursively along median  

13. Shrink new partitions and add to P 

 14. return (P) 

  

2) Top-Down Heuristic 3 (TDH3) 

 Input: T; K; Query and BQj 

 Output: Query set and Result set. 

 1. Init ialize candidate partit ions.  

2. for each CPi in CP { 

 Find the queries which gets the overlap Results and add it   

into Query set.  

Select Query from Query set with small Result set.  

Create query cut with each dimension.  

Select Imprecision fo r all queries into query set. 

 If (feasib le cut found) 

 If (check with user secured attributes)  

add it into CP  

Else  

do recursively until anonymity requirement is not satisfied.  

Add into Result set. 

Update BQj.  

3. Return (Result set) 

 

IV. RES ULTS   

 

Consider one data sets for the empirical evaluation of the 

proposed heuristics. The attributes in the Medical data set are: 

User Id, Name, Password, Blood Group, Email Id, Mobile no., 

Location, Date of Birth, age, Address, Gender, Disease name, 

Pin code.  

 

Registra

tion 

User_

ID 

Name Password B_Grou

p 

3 111 Abhi Abhi O+ 

4 454 Ashivini Password O+ 

5 231 Teja Teja O+ 

6 532 Siva Siva123 O+ 

8 632 Murali Murali989 O+ 

9 856 Sreedhar Password O+ 

10 1236 kunti Kunti O- 

11 412 Madhu Madhu O- 

12 949 Babu Babu A+ 

13 512 Ravi Ravi A- 

15 645 Raju Password A- 

18 323 Satish Satish A+ 

19 202 Vijay  Password B+ 

20 645 Mani Mani B- 
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Finally use 20 and 50 queries generated randomly as the 

workload/permissions for the Medical data set. In this query 

set we remove all queries which have empty value.  

 

Generate query load: We set query impression (k) value 

according to that we generate quires and store it into Query  

table[6]. 

 Median Query: Select all set of queries which satisfy all 

attribute values and store it into Median Query set. 

 

 Query Cut: select randomly queries and store it into Query 

Cut set and divide it  into an equal intervals which is called  

Uniform Query set. 

 

V. CONCLUS ION  

 

A secured and Target based Heuristic Techniques on 

Relational Data to prevent unauthorised access. In this paper 

new approach provide data access control to user it means it 

can prevent anonymous user to access confidential data. If any 

user wants to access data which is secure then user wants to 

raise the request to the responsible user then this user send you 

the key which  is used to access user data. It strictly prevent 

anonymous user to access unauthorized data. This proposed 

work implemented table level, row level, and cell level access 

control mechanism. Query set is to access the data and this sets 

assigned to user for roles and permission purpose. The access 

control mechanis m allows only authorized query predicates on 

sensitive data. The privacy preserving module unauthorised the 

data to get privacy requirements. Imprecision bound estimat ion 

is optimized. The advantage of anonymity is resisting the 

attacker’s inference attacks. The system proposed privacy-

preserving access control to incremental data and dynamic 

access control. The system reduces the time complexity. The 

advantage of anonymity is resisting the attacker’s inference 

attacks. 
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